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EMERGING KITCHEN
TRENDS IN 2018:

The Next
Big Thing in
Kitchen Design
from KBIS

KBIS 2018 exhibitor
displaying a
chicken wire light

by Karen LeBlanc

The National Kitchen and Bath Association (NKBA)
recently revealed the findings of its 2018 Design
Trends Study. There weren’t a lot of new revelations;
style trends continue their same trajectory from last
year with contemporary and transitional looks
dominating over traditional designs, but one fresh
finding was the rise of farmhouse-style kitchens.
While white and gray color palettes, frameless
cabinets and quartz countertops remain design
elements du jour, one unexpected takeaway was the
emergence in popularity of hardwood flooring, given
the high-traffic demands of the kitchen. (I suspect
the farmhouse aesthetic has some influence.)
The NKBA annually surveys designers, remodelers, architects, dealers and

EARTHY KITCHENS

manufacturers to track which kitchen and bathroom styles are most popular

Mother Nature is cooking up influential

among consumers, deep diving into materials, finishes, colors, appliances and
lighting fixtures. As trend reports go, I like to consider the tipping point of a

design schemes for the kitchen with artisanal accents such as basket lighting,
chicken wire accents, reclaimed materials

trend lifecycle when the market becomes saturated and consumers grow

and earthy elements including natural

weary, wanting something fresh — the next big thing that differentiates their

stone mixed with live-edge counters. The

décor. We are going to focus on emerging trends in kitchen design teased out
of the 2018 National Kitchen and Bath Show, known as KBIS. It’s where kitchen
and bath manufacturers roll out new products and innovations, hoping to wow
designers and retailers and create a buzz in the marketplace. Here are eight
emerging trends influencing kitchen design.
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look is a twist on the farmhouse-style
kitchen, but less countrified, and more
sophisticated. At KBIS, I saw a lot of
woven basket shade pendants with LED
bulbs, grouped together in various shapes
and heights, paired with sleek quartz and
farmhouse sinks.

KITCHEN COLOR
POPS
Although white and gray
Ombré
finish
faucets
by Kohler

remain the top color palette
for the kitchen, I’m beginning
to see more pops of color,
especially with appliances.

OMBRÉ FINISHES

Last year, appliances were

True Residential's new Cobalt Blue finish;
Kitchen by Wellborn Cabinet Inc.

all about black stainless steel. In 2018, expect them to brighten up in vibrant colors with

Ombré, that gradient color pattern from

blue being a hands-down favorite. Hestan debuted its new luxury kitchen collection in 12

light to dark, is a style trend that first sur-

colors, showcasing blue wall ovens, range, hood, dishwasher and refrigerator, all with

faced in furniture upholstery and decora-

knurled detailing. Smeg amped up color in the kitchen, creating appliance art with its

tive fabrics and is now making its way into

Dolce & Gabbana collection of refrigerators and small appliances decorated with interpre-

appliances, fittings and fixtures. Kohler is

tations of Sicilian folklore. The NKBA Design

embracing this emerging trend with its

Trends Study echoes my observation, noting that

new Ombré Vibrant finish for kitchen and

people are starting to integrate more color into

bath faucets. I predict more manufacturers

their kitchen design. At the show, several kitchen

will release ombré finishes in the coming

vignettes exemplified this move toward color

year as this trend takes hold. The technique

with vibrant painted walls, such as Wellborn

melds two metal finishes together to ren-

Cabinet Inc.’s retro kitchen, painted in Benja-

der a subtle transition from light to dark.

Dolce & Gabbana SMEG toaster

min Moore’s Aruba blue with black cabinetry.
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COPLANAR CABINET
DOORS
Coplanar cabinet doors that slide from the
side are winning over consumers for their
space-saving ease of use. Sliding doors

Kitchen cabinetry by
Bright Wood Works
with Hafele hardware

require less clearance to open, making
them ideal for smaller kitchens on upper
and lower cabinets. The door style is in
perfect sync with the popular frameless
cabinetry trend noted by NKBA, with cabinet face materials incorporating more
glass with painted back panels, textures
and inlaid resins in 2018.

ROSE GOLD

KNURLED DETAILING
Knurling is a technique that creates contin-

Other show standouts include ROHL’s

uous, intricate, repetitive patterns mechan-

Italian Campo Collection of knurled kitchen

ically engraved into surfaces via engine

faucets and handles in brass, matte black

turning. I credit the London designer Mas-

and chrome. Brizo’s Litze kitchen collec-

simo Buster Minale with popularizing

tion puts a steampunk twist on the trend

knurled detailing in home décor with his

with its tubing for the faucet body and

cutting-edge brand Buster + Punch. I first

knurled spout and handles. For kitchen

met Massimo at the London Design Festi-

hardware, Amerock’s Esquire Collection

val in 2013 when he was debuting his

offers knurled knobs and pulls.

knurled brass hardware collection and

satin metal and matte rubber detailing.
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tures and fittings. The NKBA Design
Trends Study pegged rose gold, paired
with white, as part of an emerging trend
in kitchen design. I suspect consumers
are growing tired of all that shiny chrome
and stainless steel, opting for metallic finishes with a soft hint of color. Major

collections of kitchen faucets and fittings.
Esquire Collection in
Polished Nickel by Amerock

Knurled Pendants by
Buster & Punch

ROHL’s Italian Campo
Collection of knurled
faucets in chrome

ing at KBIS in both kitchen and bath fix-

featured rose gold prominently in their

crossed the pond with its Heavy Metal colbulbs and the designer’s signature knurled

and brass, rose gold made a strong show-

brands such as Kohler, Brizo and Delta

light pendants. Today, Buster + Punch has
lection of single-light pendants with LED

A warmer, pink-tinted alternative to gold

Kohler faucet in rose gold finish
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Left: ANN SACKS Craze collection tiles in grey;
below: Hastings Tile & Bath Craft collection

CRACKLE AND
CLAY BRICK TILES
Perhaps riding the farmhouse style crest,
clay brick tile is beginning to surface on
kitchen backsplashes for a handcrafted
touch. Hastings Tile & Bath debuted its
Craft collection of handmade clay brick tile
with patterns ranging from hand-drawn
horizontal lines to more intricate horizontal and vertical line patterns. ANN SACKS
introduced its Craze collection of porcelain
tile that uses a glass-like glaze to create its
crackle design inspired by ancient Italian
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pottery.

SPACE-WITHIN-A-SPACE
Another emerging trend shaping kitchens is this whole idea of a space within a
space. Envision open-concept kitchens with
sub-spaces, such as a homework station or
bill-paying center, defined by half walls or
niche-type structures. The NKBA made
note of this design concept in its trends
survey and I’m seeing these kitchen niche

NKBA Winner
in Large Kitchen
Category.
Designed by
Elma Yvette
Gardner,
CMKBD, and
Josh Anderson

spaces in new construction and show
homes.

Karen LeBlanc is host of
The Design Tourist series.
She travels the globe
attending some of the

The NKBA describes current kitchen style as “clean, minimalist and modern

events in search of the latest

with a touch of luxury,” and I expect the aesthetic will continue evolving

trends, tastemakers and

and embracing more natural elements, mixed materials, creative spaces,

unique finds. Learn more

technology and color. Our 2018 emerging design trends report continues in
the next issue of Interior Appeal with a focus on emerging trends in the
bathroom, where wellness is influencing technology and style.
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